ABSTRACT

With the increasing use of onboard high-speed computing systems, vehicle manufacturers are offering significant advanced features of driver assistance systems. Pedestrian detection is one of the major requirements of such systems, which commonly use cameras, radar, and ultrasonic sensors. Image recognition based on captured image streams is one of the powerful tools used for the detection of pedestrians, which exhibits similarities and distinguishing features compared to general object detection. Although pedestrian detection has advanced significantly along with deep learning, some issues still need to be addressed. Pedestrian detection is essential for several real-world applications and is an initial step in outdoor scene analysis. Typically, in a crowded situation, conventional detectors are unable to distinguish persons from each other successfully. This study presents a novel technique, based on the Dual Gate Mixed Dilated Convolution Network, to address this problem by adaptively filtering spatial areas where the patterns are still complicated and require further processing. The proposed technique manages obscured patterns while offering improved multiscale pedestrian recognition accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several computer-vision applications, including autonomous vehicles, person identification, and surveillance, depend on the ability to identify pedestrians. Pedestrian detection has been substantially improved by recent deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based approaches [1-5]. Since pedestrians regularly block each other, this problem remains challenging. Detectors must be able to recognize various items in a crowded area but also detect pedestrians even when they are largely hidden. According to [6-10], the identification of human body parts can help modern detection models cope with occlusion. Compared to other methods, deep learning methods show better performance and a high level of accuracy [11]. In many areas, such as the healthcare sector, CNNs are the most widely used deep learning methods [12]. In [13], a deep-learning CNN was trained to predict crystal orientation. Although the effectiveness of the current approaches has improved, the question of how to fit such challenging pedestrian structures correctly and specifically achieve the necessary detection parameters is still a challenge. Most detectors perform poorly because they evaluate pedestrian occurrences uniformly using identical parameters, which is in a way insufficient for those with sophisticated designs. Methods based on the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) integrate high-level semantics with low-level facts, making them suitable for detecting smaller elements such as pedestrians. However, this requires lowering the spatial resolution to identify larger objects, which affects performance. Some pedestrian detection techniques use parallel branches for multiple scales, but only coarse-grained pattern-parameter matching can be employed due to fixed parameter sizes. Current multiscale detection techniques also result in higher computing costs and impaired real-time effectiveness.

High-performance pedestrian recognition relies on extracting discriminative features from local patterns. Local image descriptors or pre-trained CNN backbones are used to identify the local patterns, while powerful classifier layers extract high-level semantic patterns. The processing of challenging patterns requires additional traits such as multiple scales or occlusion. In [14], a zoom-in-zoom-out component and a scale-sensitive pedestrian attention mask were suggested to improve the ability of feature maps to recognize small-sized
pedestrians. In [15], a novel viewpoint was provided, in which pedestrian detection was driven as a rising semantic feature identification job using simple convolutions for the center but also scale forecasts. In [16], a new two-stream CNN model was proposed for semantic segmentation that explicitly connects shape information as a distinct processing branch that examines input simultaneously with the standard stream.

W3Net [17] was proposed to respond to these challenges, dividing the pedestrian detection task into where, what, and whether subtasks that target pedestrian localization, scale prediction, and classification, respectively. AugFPN [18] is an innovative feature pyramid network created to maximize the potential of multiscale features by adding three straightforward but valuable elements: Consistent supervision, residual feature augmentation, and soft Region-of-Interest (RoI) selection. In [19], the part-aware multi-scale fully convolutional network was proposed to handle occlusion and wide-scale variation concerns. As a result, a pedestrian occurrence that is only partially visible may receive a good recognition confidence score, reducing the chances of not being noticed. In [20], a gated multi-layer convolutional feature extraction network was proposed to improve the accuracy of pedestrian detection, using a squeeze unit to reduce the feature dimension before the gated unit. In [21], a prior-based receptive field block was presented, which directs the network to focus on the pedestrian by taking into account the pedestrian's shape prior, in addition to a bidirectional feature enhancement module that improves semantic features and localization information. In [22], an innovative detection technique was introduced, based on adaptive pattern-parameter matching. The Pattern Disentangling Module (PDM) first divides input pedestrian sequences, particularly complicated ones, into smaller structures to detect heads. The Gated Path Selection Network (GPSNet) [23] aims to learn adaptive receptive fields. The SuperNet two-dimensional multiscale network, which tightly integrates traits from growing receptive fields, serves as the basis for GPSNet.

In contrast to the methods mentioned above, this study proposes a method using a gating mechanism for pixel-level feature quality in addition to several branches of dilated convolution to retain spatial resolution.

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Pedestrian detection is the initial step in outdoor scene analysis. Even after utilizing the advantages of deep learning algorithms from generic object sensors, strong occlusion and dense crowding make it extremely difficult to recognize pedestrians. Occlusion patterns can also be addressed through part-aware feature extraction. Combining multiscale feature maps to collect additional information is an efficient method for multiscale pedestrian identification. As an alternative, this study created a unique gating-based module, termed the Dual Gate-Mixed Dilated Convolution Network, which adaptively filters spatial regions where the patterns are always complex but need to be processed further. A novel ResNet-50-based dual-gating technique was used to reduce model complexity at run-time. Dual gating determines the key characteristics of each convolutional block along the spatial and channel dimensions, allowing dynamic skips of superfluous and unimportant sections. FPNs address multiscale variation difficulties in object detection with minimal processing load. Mixed Dilated Convolution (MDC) is used to expand feature maps for better pedestrian identification in long distances, addressing obscured patterns and improving multiscale pedestrian recognition accuracy. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed scheme.

A. Dual-Gate Network

Figure 2 shows the basic dual-gating. Every convolutional block's spatial and channel-gating modules anticipate the informative features in two distinct dimensions, using the intermediate feature maps. Thus, unnecessary computations may be avoided during execution.

1) Spatial Gating Module

Spatial sparsity is typically present in feature maps. According to [24], the backdrop information in shots has a smaller impact on the results, showing that not all geographical locations have the same significance. The spatial gating component aims to calculate the informative zones throughout the spatial dimension. Figure 3 shows the organizational layout of the training spatial gating component. In the first step, an Adaptive Average Pooling operation (AdaAvgPooling) is used to aggregate the local data of the input feature maps, but then a conventional 3x3 ResNet is applied to yield a 2D spatial attention map.

\[
A_{st} \in R^{\frac{h+t+1}{r}} \times \frac{w+t+1}{r}
\]

\[
A_{st} = f_{3x3}(AdaAvgPooling(X_t))
\]
where $f_{3 \times 3}$ represents the $3 \times 3$ ResNet, and $A_{t2}$ $(i, j)$ reflects the significance of the tile at position $(i, j)$ on the final feature map. In this scenario, the use of a tile-based mask was decided for two reasons. Based on the spatial attention $A_{t1}$, the execution of those unimportant tiles can be immediately concealed during the inference phase. It is possible to write the binary spatial gating mask $M_{t1}$ as follows:

$$M_{t1}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 1 & A_{t2}(i, j) \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (2)$$

Now, the discrete binary masks are relaxed to continuous variables using the Gumbel-Softmax re-parameterization algorithm [25]. Specifically, given the spatial attention $A_{t1}$, it is possible to define the probability that the spatial tiles will be executed $P_{t1}^k = \sigma(A_{t1})$, where $\sigma$ is the sigmoid function. The probability that the tiles will not be implemented is $P_{t1}^0 = 1 - \sigma(A_{t1})$. The spatial gating $M_{t1}$ may therefore be represented by probabilistic binary random variables $(M_{t1}(i, j) = 1) = P_{t1}^1(i, j)$, and then, the sampling process of $M_{t1}$ can be reparameterized as:

$$M_{t1} = \arg \max \{\log(P_{t1}^k) + gk\}, \forall k = 0, 1 \quad (3)$$

where $(gk)k = [0, 1]$ are independent and identically distributed random variables that follow the Gumbel distribution. The Gumbel-Softmax approach substitutes a softmax for the arg max since the latter is non-continuous. The variational sample $M'_{t1}$ from the Gumbel-Softmax relaxation can be stated for such a binary special case as follows:

$$M'_{t1} = \frac{\exp \left( \frac{\log(P_{t1}^k) + g_k}{T} \right)}{\sum_k \exp \left( \frac{\log(P_{t1}^k) + g_k}{T} \right)} = \sigma \left( \frac{A_{t1} + g_0 - g_1}{T} \right) \quad (4)$$

The sampling process and the variation among the two Gumbels could be described as a Logistic distribution $g_0 - g_1 = \log U - \log(1 - U)$, where $U \sim \text{Uniform}(0, 1)$. Therefore:

$$M'_{t1} = \sigma \left( \frac{A_{t1} + \log U - \log(1 - U)}{T} \right) \quad (5)$$

where $T$ is the softmax’s temperature, which regulates how the softmax and argmax functions differ from one another. In this study, the formula $T=2/3$ was used, as given by [25]. A step function was added to $M'_{t1}$ to get a binary mask all through the forward pass and use the continuous $M'_{t1}$ to generate the gradient during the backward pass. Figures 3 and 5 show the features of the training’s spatial gating and the channel gating components, respectively.

2) Channel Gating Module

Since a channel’s saliency varies depending on the input, dynamically choosing essential channels to execute is a promising way to reduce computation while retaining as much of the model’s representational power as possible. Consequently, this study proposed and developed a channel gating module to detect superfluous channels that can be ignored during inference using the input pictures. Figure 4 shows the structural layout of the channel gating module. Initially, a global average pooling method was used to aggregate the spatial data from the feature maps to produce a context descriptor (GlbAvgPooling). To gain channel attention $A_{c1} \in R^{c_1+1}$, the descriptor is sent to a lightweight network next. The channel attention network, which is similar to the SE block [26], is made up of two consecutive fully connected layers that have $c/r$ neurons in the hidden layer to minimize computations, where $r$ is the reduction ratio. The channel attention is illustrated as follows:

$$A_{c1} = W_1 \ast \delta[\text{norm}(W_0 \ast \text{GlbAvgPooling}(X_i))] \quad (6)$$

where $W_0 \in R^{c_1+1 \times \frac{c_1}{r}}$, $\delta$ is the ReLU function, and norm represents the batch normalization. In this study’s experiments, $r$ was set to 4. Then the channel attention is employed to construct the binary channel mask $M_{c1}$ during inference, much like with the spatial gating module. The channel gating module additionally employs the Gumbel-Softmax relaxation during the training phase to provide the continuous mask $M'_{c1}$ for back-propagation. The channel gating module may also be linked with ResNets to fully understand the crucial channels. Figure 4 shows how the dual gating was integrated into the leftover blocks. The inference paths are indicated by dashed arrows.

Fig. 3. Spatial gating module.

Fig. 4. Channel gating module.

Fig. 5. Integration of dual gating into the residual blocks.
B. Mixed Dilated Convolution

Although the human head with shoulder region has low form variation and is relatively stable, it is a small target in comparison to other objects for a single image and the pixel per inch ratio is lower. The model's shortcomings in handling multi-scale variation issues in object detection tasks are mostly addressed by FPNs [27]. The dilated convolution [28] may also extract various feature maps with various semantic information at various dilated rates. In the FPN phase of Dual-Gate ResNet-50, the context information is again fused using mixed dilated convolution to increase the receptive field of the feature maps and improve the recognition of small objects. In [29], it was shown that mixed dilated convolution creates a gridding impact as a result of the dilated rate stacking, resulting in some missing pixels and a break in information continuity. To implement the dilated rate stacking, the following equation must be fulfilled:

$$M_i = \max [M_{i+1} - 2r_i, M_{i+1} - r_{i+1}]$$

(7)

where \(r_i\) is the dilated rate of layer \(i\) and \(M_i\) is the maximum dilated rate of layer \(i\). Assuming that there are \(n\) layers in total, to satisfy \(M_i = r_n\), a simple example is \(r = 1, 2, 4\). As a result, the proposed MDC architecture is made up of dilated rates \(r = 1, 2, 4\). Figure 5 shows the MDC structure of the module after the initial FPN fusion. In this MDC module, three distinct dilated convolution rates are used in parallel, with the magnitude of the dilated rate reflecting the diameter of the receptive field. Initially, the amount of feature map channels \(C \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times H \times L}\) are decreased after feature fusion by convolution, a feature map \(C_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times L}\) is generated. The dilated convolution layers are again sampled on the feature map \(C_1\) at various dilated rates \((r=1, 2, 4)\) to obtain \(C_2, C_3, C_4 \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times L}\). Finally, \(C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4\) are connected to attain the feature map \(M \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times L}, M = [C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4]\). The model may take in information from a range of receptive fields, which can then be merged to extract specialized semantic information, particularly feature information for small targets.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dataset Description

The proposed method was implemented on a large-scale dataset named CityPersons [30].

B. Confusion Matrix

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for the proposed method. Predicted values are shown on the X-axis, while actual values are shown on the Y-axis. The confusion matrix contains four features. TN, FP, TP, and FN. The selected values for TN, TP, FP, and FN were 74, 47, 11, and 28, respectively.

C. Precision-Recall

Figure 7 shows the precision-recall curve, determined based on the network's output.

Every object's class AP is determined using the Precision and Recall curve. The percentage of all ground truths that are derived from true positives is known as recall. The ratio of all forecasts which are precise to positives is known as precision.

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$

(8)

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$

(9)

An average precision value of 95.83% was achieved using the proposed approach, with a mean of 50%.
D. Log-average Miss Rate

The log-average Miss Rate (MR), which is somewhat parallel to recall, is used to determine how many undetected objects there are. MR is the ratio of False Negatives (FN) to Ground Truth (GT) in the dataset:

\[
MR = \frac{FN}{GT}
\]

(10)

MR was found to be 20%.

IV. COMPARISON RESULTS

A. Training and Validation Loss

Figure 8 shows the training and validation loss of the proposed method. The blue line signifies the training loss and the red line denotes the validation loss. The validation loss shows how effectively the model fits new information while the training loss shows how well it matches training data. For the proposed strategy, the validation loss was substantial compared to the training loss.

B. Training and Validation Accuracy

Figure 9 shows the training and validation accuracy of the proposed method, displayed by the blue and red lines, respectively. The accuracy of the training set was greater than that of the validation set.

C. Image Classification

Figure 10 shows how the proposed approach was visually represented. In the first image, the people in the city are hidden while the second shows the results of the proposed approach in the identification of the people.

D. Comparison of Methods

Table I shows the results of the proposed and three other existing methods. The MR values were significantly lower than those of the other methods. On an Intel Pentium processor with 8GB of RAM, the processing speeds for Faster RCNN, SSD, and YOLOv3 were 1.7, 2.4, and 3.8 fps, respectively. The proposed method had an increase in processing speed of 2.9 fps. The results show that the proposed method performed significantly better than the others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reasonable</th>
<th>Reasonable small</th>
<th>Reasonable occ= heavy</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>5.02%</td>
<td>7.16%</td>
<td>26.89%</td>
<td>28.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APDpretrain [31]</td>
<td>7.31%</td>
<td>10.81%</td>
<td>28.07%</td>
<td>32.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestron [32]</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
<td>9.16%</td>
<td>27.08%</td>
<td>28.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVRNet [33]</td>
<td>11.17%</td>
<td>15.62%</td>
<td>42.52%</td>
<td>40.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

This study strategically deployed the ResNet-50 Dual Gating Technique to streamline the model’s runtime complexity. The proposed method harnesses the power of end-to-end trained spatial and channel gating components, allowing seamless integration with widely adopted CNN architectures. This integration serves the crucial purpose of eliminating superfluous computations during model execution, thereby enhancing efficiency and accelerating inference times. One of the significant advancements of the proposed design was the resolution of issues stemming from feature fusion in FPN through the innovative implementation of MDC. This strategy not only addresses existing challenges but also presents a more elegant and effective way to handle feature fusion, thereby contributing to the overall model’s superior performance.

Compared to previous approaches, the results of the proposed method were truly remarkable. Training loss was minimized, showcasing the model’s exceptional learning capabilities. Moreover, the accuracy reached impressive heights, confirming the effectiveness of the ResNet-50 Dual Gating technique. Another noteworthy achievement was observed in MR, which showed significant improvements over competing methods. This reduction in MissRate signifies that
the proposed approach excels in correctly identifying pedestrians on various scales and challenging scenarios. The ResNet-50 Dual Gating technique, coupled with MDC, promises to revolutionize the field by optimizing model efficiency and robustness, setting a new standard for pedestrian recognition systems.
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